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 Q.  Another low round, especially the big hitters seem to be enjoying this golf course.  
What do you think has been the difference for you this week?   
 
GERINA PILLER:  Really just keeping it in the fairway and keeping it close, and I have had 
several tap-in birdies which always helps.  The greens are in great condition and that helps 
when you hit the ball online.  That's what you gotta do to get it to go in, so hitting fairways and 
getting on the green.   
 
Q.  At the end of the day it seems like it's all about making putts when you're hitting it 
well.  You seem extremely comfortable with the putter in your hand.  Do you feel that 
way?   
 
GERINA PILLER:  I do.  It's been a huge jump for me in confidence since Solheim, and I know 
that's two years ago but it just keeps building, and like I said yesterday, I felt like with my golf 
game over the years, I've become more "feel" with my swing and chipping and everything, and 
it's kind of like an art.  For putting, for whatever reason, I get on that green and I try to just be 
mechanical, and kind of the same thing.  You've got to paint a picture and see the ball rolling at 
a certain speed, dying in the hole at a certain point of the hole, or anything like that.   
 
So just going out there and really just trying to putt -- trying to roll the ball in the hole instead of 
trying to take it back like this or worry about my club face being open or shut.  I've had some 
devices that tell me what my stroke is doing, but it doesn't really matter.  I think if you can get it 
in the hole, I don't think if there are 17 loops in your stroke, as long as it's going in.  
 
Q.  That's all that matters.  I spoke with Juli Inkster earlier in the week, and we were 
talking about you, and she said you seem to be at a different point right now, that the 
confidence level is there and that you've learned from being in this position before and 
staying in the moment and not putting that pressure on yourself.  How will you be able to 
do that tomorrow?   
 
GERINA PILLER:  Kind of the same thing I've been doing.  Today I was probably a little more 
nervous, but just going out there and really focusing on what is between, you know -- what is 
between -- what's here in front of me.  That's putting a good stroke on it and putting in a good 
swing and not worrying about where it goes.  If I can hit it solid, it's probably not going to be very 
far off line, so really focusing on that and keeping it as simple as possible.  I'm a firm believer 
you take care of the process and the results will take care of themselves. 
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